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Korbyt is on the GO again with another software update. Fast on the heels of their January 1.2
release, Korbyt 1.2.5 introduces a host of new features and enhancements for the digital
signage and mobile extensions of Korbyt. 

  

The latest release packs in many UI/UX enhancements, features to meet customer
requirements and strategic features that provide innovation to the platform. 

  

The 1.2.5 update introduces these new features for the mobile extension of the platform, Korby
tGO .

  

•A new Gamification feature set for KorbytGO lets administrators increase employee adoption
and engagement with the mobile app. 

  

•Making KorbytGO even more scalable for administrators, a new feature lets you add new bulk
user provisioning features. 

  

•Push Content to Digital Signage: the new feature allows administrators to utilize a KorbytGO
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mini-app (GO-TO) as a content publishing tool for Korbyt powered digital signage. 

  

  

The 1.2.5 update added features to Korbyt that make digital signage content creation, content
scheduling and network management easier, more scalable and even more enterprise friendly. 

  

•A massive new Playlist Triggers feature allows Korbyt content administrators to easily use
information from real-time data feeds as triggers to make dynamic playlist content changes. 

  

•RMG added a new bulk player provisioning feature for more scalability when integrating a
large network of devices into Korbyt. There is practically no end to the number of devices that
network administrators can now integrate in a growing enterprise.
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•Korbyt's Layout Interactive Button Element improves usability by now allowing content authors
to select from the new Quick Actions menu to designate interactive actions and destinations. 

  

This requires no coding and makes the interactive creation experience faster and easier for all
levels of Korbyt users.

  

•The new Media Library feature allows content to automatically expire in Playlists, making
content publishing for large networks quicker and easier.

  

Go KORBYT 1.2.5 Update

  

Go KORBYT GO
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